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ABSTRACT

A crystiil oscill:itor,

iiiclutliiig

Itvo cryst:tls 01'

uticq~i;il

acceleration sensitivity niiigiiitude illid mounted such
that their respective acceleration sensitivity vectors are
aligned in an anti-parallel relationship, further includes
at least one electrical reactance, such as a variable CBpacitor, coupled to one of the crystals for providing
cancellation of acceleration sensitivities. After the acceleration sensitivity vectors of the two crystals are
aligned anti-parallel, the variiible capacitor is ad.jiisted
until the iict or result;int accclcr:itioii sciisitivity vccior
of the pair of resonators is reduced to zero. A second
electrical reactance, such ils a vari;ible capacitor, is
utilized as a tuning capacitor for adjusting the oscillator's output frequency to the desired value, while maintaining tlic cancellutioo of ncceleration sciisitivitics.
26 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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ACCISLERATION INSENSITIVE OSCILLATOR
The invention described herein may be manufaciitid liccnscd by 01’ for the Govcriinictit for
governmental purposes without the payment of any
royalties thereon or therefor.
tiircd, tisctl
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quency of oneor left haid (LH) portion is substantially 45
the same as the resonant frequency of the other or right
hand (RH)portion.
Another approach to the problem is disclosed in U.S.
Pat. No. 4,344,010, entitled, “Acceleration Resistant
Combination Of Opposite Handed Piezoelectric Crys- 50
tals”, which issued to John R. Vig, et al. on Aug. 10,
1982. That patent shows that acceleration sensitivity
can be minimized by the use of two separate resonators,
one left handed and one right handed, that are aligned
such that all three crystallographic axes are anti-paral- 55
lel.
In a more recent invention disclosed in U.S.Pat. No.
4,410,822,entitled, “Acceleration Resistant Crystal
Resonator”, issued to Raymond L. Filler on Oct. 18,
1983, a crystal resonator configuration is disclosed 60
wherein the magnitude and direction of the acceleration
sensitivity vectors of the two crystals are determined
and a composite resonator is constructed by aligning
two vectors in an anti-parallel relationship. When the
acceleration sensitivity vectors of the two crystals are 65
of equal magnitude, a more complete cancellation of
vibrational effects is achieved for all acceleration directions.

2

Atiotlier approach to tlic iiccder:itit~ii sctisitivit y
problem is taught iii U.S. Piit. No. 4.45 1.755. ciit i t Icd.
“Acceleration Sensitivity Reduction Method”, \vliich
issued to John R. Vig, el al. on Mny 29, 1984. III that
p&ellt, tlic ;iccclcr;ltioli ycllsilivity of ;ill A’l’-cii~q i i : i r t /
crystal resonator is reduced by replacing tlir quartz
crystal plate of the resonator with a quartz crystal plate

atiori sensitivity vectors of tlir two crysi:ils :ire lkst
determined and the directions of the acceleration sensitivity vectors are aligned in an anti-parallel relationship.
Where the crystals are electrically connected in series
to the oscillator, a variable load reactance, e.g. a load
capacitance, is further connected in parallel across one
of the crystals and where the crystals are coupled in
parallel to the oscillator circuit a variable load reactance is connected in series with one of the crystals. The
load reactance is adjusted until any remaining acceleration sensitivity vector is reduced to zero. A second
variable load reactance is connected in series between
the pair of crystals and the oscillator circuit for fine
tuning the oscillator’s output frequency to a desired
value. The load reactances may be both capacitive, or
both inductive, or one may be capacitive and the other
inductive.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
While the present invention is defined in the claims
annexed to and forming a part of this specificntion, a
better understanding can be had by refererice to the
following description when taken in tori-junction with
Ilic wconipriying dr;iwirigs i i i wliiclt:
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FIG. 1 is an electrical block diagram illustrative of a
first embodiment of the invention;
FIG.2 is un electrical block diugriim illustrative of u
second embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 3 is an electrical block diagram of a modification of the enibodiment shown in FIG. 1; and
FIG. 4 is an electrical block diagram illustrative of a
modification of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2.

the inclusion of the variable capiicitor 18. Typically.
where the capacitor 18 comprises n vnrnctor. i.c. ii volluge variable diode, i t is iidjusted during vibr:ilioii tcstiiig
so as to minimize the acceleration sensitivity of t l i s
5 oscillator.
With respect to FIG. 2, the enibodinient shown there
comprises a circuit configuration wherein the two crystals 12 and 14 making up the composite crystal resonator 10 are connected in parallel with one another across
DETAILED DESCRIPTION O F T H E
10 the oscillator circuit 16 but now having the vnriiible
INVENTION
ciipacitor 18 coiiplcd in scrics with the crys1:il 14 wliicli,
It is commonly known that a fractional frequency
in ihis case, is the crystal that has the larger acceleration
sensitivity magnitude. It should be noted with respect to
shift of the output frequency of a crystal oscillator is
proportional to the change in acceleration magnitude
the embodiments disclosed in FIGS. 1 and 2 that the
that the oscillator experiences. The proportionality 15 variable capacitor 18 is specifically connected to one of
the crystals 12 and 14 depending on whether they ;ire
constant is a function of the direction of the acceleration
sensitivity referenced to a given set of axes fixed to the
connected in series as shown in FIG. 1, or in parallel as
oscillator. The magnitude and direction of the accelerashown in FIG. 2.
tioii sensitivity cnii be dcfincd ;IS ;i vector r iind, iis
The sigiiific:iiicc of tlic prc*sciit iiivciitioii ciii lw :illdisclosed in the above referenced U.S. Pat. No. 20 preciated in view of the following liypotlielical exnni4,410,822 issued to R.L. Filler, a crystal resonator cornple. Consider the embodinient of FIG. 1 having a coniposite resonator 10 wherein the magnitude or scalar
prised of two separate quartz crystals can be compensated for the effects of acceleration by combining the
value I r ( of the acceleration sensitivity vector r of
two into a composite resonator following a determinacrystal 12 is 5.0x 10-1" per g wliilc the niiignitude of
tion of the magnitude and direction of the acceleration 25 the acceleration sensitivity vector r of crystal 14 is
sensitivity vectors r of the respective crystals and then
6.0x 10-10 per g. The minimum or net acceleration
aligning the two vectors in an anti-parallel relationship.
sensitivity achievable with the pair of crystals 12 and 14
The present invention is intended to provide: (1) an
after aligning the respective acceleration scnsitivity
even more complete cancellation of the vibrational
vectors anti-parallel would be 1.Ox 10- 1" per g. This
effects as taught in the Filler patent; (2) a complete 30 resultant magnitude of acceleration sensitivity vector r
cancellation of acceleration sensitivity even when the
can be eliminated or cancelled, i.e. reduced to zero, by
two crystals have unequal acceleration sensitivity magthe connection of the load capacitor 18 in parallel with
the crystal 14 having tlie larger niagnitnde of ncceleriinitudes; and (3) a complete cancellation of acceleration
sensitivities and an exact value of the desired oscillator
tion sensitivity. If the crystal 12 were to liave a larger
frequency.
35 magnitude of acceleration sensitivity, then the load
This now leads to a consideration of the embodiments
capacitor 18 would be coupled across it. In the parallel
shown in the drawings. Referring now to the drawings
configuration of FIG. 2, the load capacitor 18 is still
and more particularly to FIG. 1, reference numeral 10
coupled in series with the crystal 14 having the higher
denotes a composite crystal resonator made up of two
value of acceleration sensitivity.
crystals 12 and 14 which have unequal magnitudes of 40 That complete cancellation can be achieved by means
acceleration sensitivity. Also their respective motional
of the load capacitor 18 can be seen from the following
capacitances and frequencies may be different; howextension of the above examples. After the anti-parallel
evcr, the frequency difference between the two crystals
alignment of the two crystals, one can define tlic signs
of the acceleration sensitivity vectors as positive for
should be less than the difference between the resonmice and antireson:ince frcqucncy for citlicr of the two 45 crystal 14 iind ncgiilivc for crystiil 12, i.e., for cryst:il 14.
crystals. Furthermore, the respective acceleration sensir=+6.0x 10- 1" per g and for crystal 12,
tivity vectors r are aligned in an anti-parallel relationI?= - 5 . 0 ~IO-loper g. Accordingly, for the composite
ship such as taught in the above referenced Filler paresonator, r=+ 1 . 0 IO-Ioper
~
g. Now wiry the v a l ~ e
of load capacitor 18 from a very small value (open
tent. The two crystal resonators 12 and 14 are connected electrically in series to an electrical oscillator 50 circuit in the limit) to a very large value (short circuit in
circuit 16 with the composite resonator 10 being the
the limit). In the open circuit limit, the load capacitor
primary frequency determining element of the oscillahas no effect and the composite resonator
tor circuit. The improvement in the cancellation of
r= 1.OX 10-10. In the short circuit limit, all the curvibrational effects is achieved in the present invention
rent passes through tlie load c;ipncitor and none passes
by inclusion of a variable load capacitor 18 which may 55 through the crystal 14. The effect is the same as if the
crystal 14 had been removed from the circuit and, therebe in the form of a varactor diode which is coupled in
parallel across the crystal that has the larger accelerafore, the composite resonator's r is that of crystal 12,
tion sensitivity magnitude, and which in the embodiLe., - 5 . 0 ~10-loper g. Thus it can be seen that as the
ment shown in FIG. 1 comprises the crystal 14. The
capacitance of the load capacitor is varied from a very
purpose of the variable load capacitor 18 is to zero out 60 small value to a very large value, the of the composite
resonator varies from
1 . 0 10-10
~
per g to
any net or resultant sensitivity vector of the two crystals 12 and 14 following their anti-parallel alignment,
-%OX 10-10 per g. Since the load capacitor 18 can
thus eliminating any remaining acceleration induced
vary the r of the composite resonator froni positive to
frequency shifts resulting from acceleration in all direcnegative values, there must exist a load capacitance
tions. Thus while the anti-parallel alignment of the two 65 value for which r=O.This value of the load capaciunequal acceleration sensitivity vectors provide a certance is calculable if the exact parameters of crystals 12
tain degree of cancellation, a substantially complete
and 14 and of the oscillator circuit are known; however,
canccllation of thc accclcration scnsitivity results froni
it niay bc niore pructical to iliitiully select tllc approxi-
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positioning two of said first and second crystals such
mate load capacitance value, then to tune the load cathat the respective acceleration sensitivity vectors
pacitance during vibration testing to the exact value
are anti-parallel;
needed to minimize the oscillator r.
electrically coupling said two crystals as ii composite
Subsequent to the adjustment of load capacitor 18 to
crystal resonator to an electrical oscilliitor circiiil:
the value that minimizes the oscillator's acceleration 5
and
sensitivity, the output frequency of the oscillator will, in
coupling electrical reactance means to one of said
general, be away from the desired value. A second load
crystals for cancelling any difference in the miignireactance, e.g. a load capacitor 20 as shown in FIGS.3
tudes of the acceleration sensitivity vectors of said
and 4, can be connected in series between the oscillator
two crystrils.
circriit 16 ontl the composite resonator 10 iind comprises 10
2. 'Ilic niotlitd ;is tlcliiicil by cliiiiii 1 wlicrciii Siiid
a niodificatioti or Llic ciiibodiiiiciiki sliowii iii FIGS. 1
and 2, respectively. The purpose of the second variable
reactance means comprises capacitive reactance means.
3. The nietliod as defined by cliiini 1 wlicreh said
load capacitor 20 is to act as a tuning capacitor which
adjusts the oscillator frequency to an exact value of the
reactance means comprises inductive reactance means.
desired output frequency value following the zero net 15 4. The method as defined by claini 1 wlierein wid two
acceleration sensitivity adjustment which is provided
crystals are electrically connected in series to said oscillator circuit and wherein said reactance nieilfiS coniby the first mentioned load capacitor 18.
In order to facilitate the tuning of the oscillator's
prises variable capacitance means coupled in piirallel
outpiit frequency to the dcsircd value, tlic two crystals
;icross oiic of siiid two crystiils.
12 and 14 can be selected to have different capacitance 20
5. The method as defined by claim 4 wherein said
variable capacitance means is coupled across the crystal
ratios. For example, crystal 12 can be a 5 MHz 3rd
overtone SC-cut crystal and crystal 14 can be a 5 MHz
of said two crystals having the greater magnitude of
fundamental mode SC-cut crystal, or, as another examacceleration sensitivity.
ple, crystal 12 can be a 200 MHz 3rd overtone SC-cut
6. The nietliod as dcfiiied by claiiii 1 wlicrciii siiid lirst
crystal and crystal 14 can be a 200 MHz 3rd overtone 25 and second crystal are connected in parallel to said
AT-cut crystal.
oscillator circuit.
Whereas load capacitances 18 and 20 have been
7. The method as defined by claim 6 and wherein siiid
shown in the embodiments o f FIGS.1 to 4, they may be
reactance meiins is connected i n series to oiic of siiid
generalized to be load reactances, meaning that the
crystals.
tunings of r and of the oscillator output frequency may 30 8. The method as defined by claim 7 wherein said
also be achieved by means of inductors. Moreover, one
reactance means comprises capacitive reactance means.
of the two load reactances can be a capacitor and the
9. The method as defined by claim 7 wherein said
other an inductor, so that when desirable, the load reacreactance nieans comprises iiidiictive raictiiiicc iiic:iiis.
Lances can be combina:ions of capacitors and inductors.
10. The method as defined by claim 7 wherein said
The load capacitor u)can also be replaced by a delay 35 reactance means comprises variable capyitiince means
line which may be adjustable.
connected in series to the crystal of said two crystals
Thus what has been shown and described is a method
having the larger magnitude of acceleration sensitivity.
11. The method as defined by claim 1and additionally
and means for providing substantially a complete cancellation of any net acceleration sensitivity vector r of
including the step of coupling electrical reactance
a composite crystal resonator 10 comprised of two crys- 40 means between said composite resonator and said osciltals 12 and 14 which are aligned such that their accelerlator circuit for adjusting the output frequency of the
ation sensitivity vectors are anti-parallel. Moreover, the
oscillator circuit.
invention applies to resonators not only made of quartz
12. The method as defined by claim 11 wherein said
reactance means of the last recited step comprises cabut other materials as well, for example, berlinite and
lithium tantalate. The invention further is applicable not 45 pacitive reactaiice means.
13. The method as defined by claim 11 wherein said
only to bulk-wave resonators, but also to other type of
resonators, such as surface acoustic wave resonators
reactance means of the last recited step comprises inand shallow bulk acoustic wave resonators.
ductive reactance means.
While there has been shown and described what is at
14. The method as defined by claim 11 wherein said
present considered. to be the preferred embodiments of 50 reactance means coupled between said composite resothe invention, it is noted that the same has been made by
nator and said oscillator circuit comprises variable caway of illustration and not limitation. Accordingly, all
pacitance means coupled in series therebetween.
modifications, alterations and changes coming within
15. The apparatus for suppressing the effects of vibrathe spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the
tion on a piezoelectric crystal resonator constituting the
appended claims are herein meant to be included.
55 primary frequency determining element of a crystal
We claim:
controlled oscillator, comprising:
1. A method of suppressing the effects of vibration
an oscillator;
a composite crystal resonator coupled to said oscilliiacting on a crystal resonator which comprises the pritor and comprising first and second resonator crysmary frequency determining element of a crystal controlled oscillator, comprising the steps of: '
60
tals, each having an acceleration Sensitivity vector
'
of unequal magnitude, said crystals being further
determining the magnitude and direction of the acceleration sensitivity vector representing the maxipositioned such that the acceleration sensitivity
mum change in frequency pcr ch;inge in accelcriivector of tlic first crystiil is disposcd in i i i i iiiiti-pirtion for a first crystal;
allel relationship with the acceleration sensitivity
vector of said second crystal whereby the effective
determining the magnitude and direction of the accel- 65
eration sensitivity vector representing the maxiacceleration in all directions on the resonant fremum change in frequency per change in acceleraquency of the composite crystiil resonator is subtioii for il sccond crystal;
stantially reduced; and
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electrical reactance means coupled to at least one of
23.The apparatus as defined by claim 22 whcrciii said
last recited reactance means coniprises capacitive r e x said first and second resonator crystals for cancelling any net resultant acceleration sensitivity vectance means coupled in series between said comllositc
resonator and said oscillntor.
tor between said crystals.
16.Thc apparatus as defined by claim 15 wherein iaid 5
24. The appuratus as dcfiiied h y claiiii 22 wlicrciii wid
reactance means comprises capacitive reactance means.
last recited reactance means comprises inductive r e x 17. The apparatus as defined by claim 15 wherein said
tance means coupled in series between snid composite
reactance means comprises inductive reactance means.
resonator and said oscillator.
18. The apparatus as defined by claim 15 wherein said
25. The apparatus a8 defined by claim 22 and whereiii
first ~ i i dsccoiid rcsoii;ttor cryst;tls ;ire coiiiicctcd in 10 mid first ;iiid sccoiid crystals :icMitiwi;illy Ii:ivc tliff>rcnt
series to said oscillator and wherein said reactance
capacitaiice ratios and are coiiiicctrd iii scrics. ;iiid
means comprises variable capacitance means coupled in
wherein said first recited rcactaiice m w i s coupled to
parallel across one of said resonator crystals.
one of said resonator crystals comprises variable capaci19. The apparatus as defined by claim 18 wherein said
tance means coupled in parnllel to said one crystal
variable capacitance means is coupled across the reso- IS whereby the parnllcl coniicctcd wriiihlc ciilxicitaiicc
nator crystal having the greater magnitude of accelerameans is used to produce substantially zero tiet ;icccler;ltion sensitivity.
tioii sensitivity, and wherein said last recited reactance
20. The apparatus as defined by claim 15 wherein said
means comprises variable capwitnnce nienns used ns 311
first arid sccond rcsonator crystals mc coriiwctcd in
output frcquciicy tuning capacitor.
parallel to said oscillator and wherein said reactance 20 26. The apparatus as defined by claim 22 whereill said
means comprises variable capacitance means coupled in
first and second crystals additionally have different
series to one of said resonator crystals.
capacitance ratios and are coiinected in parallel and
21. The apparatus as defined by claim 20 and wherein
wherein said first recited reactance means coupled to
said variable capacitance means is coupled in d e s to
one of said resonator crystals comprises v;iri;iblc c;ipiicithe resonator cryseal having the greater magnitude of 25 tance means coupled in series to said one crystal,
acceleration sensitivity.
whereby the first recited series ciipncitor nieaiis is used
22. The apparatus as defined by claim 15 and d d i to produce substantially zero net acceleration sensitivity
tionally including electrical reactance means coupled
and wherein snid last recited rcnctiiiicc me;iiis coiiiiviscs
between said composite resonator and said oscillator for
variable capacitance means used as output ]it?qUrJlc~
adjusting the output frequency of said oscillator to a 30 tuning capacitor.
desired value.
* * * * *
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